Meeting of the ME Alumni Network  
February 12, 2010

This was the group’s fourth meeting. In attendance: Jennifer Clarke, Marco Gatti, Don Hewitt, Uwe Kortshagen, Nancy Johnson, Kent Larson, Dale Nugent, Jim Rutzick, Nick Haupt

Linked In Discussion (Kent Larson):

- Reviewed new LinkedIn web-site
- Everyone needs to invite new members
- Delete mentoring sub-group and use Jobs tab.

Logo

- Agreement was achieved on which ME-AN logo to use (see above).

Newsletter

- Next ME Newsletter in early May
- Nancy is looking for content from ME-AN
  - Events
  - How to Join
  - ME-AN news from Jim

Membership

- Jim talked about need to engage students
- Marco has contacts in ASME and Engineers without Borders
- Develop a join ME-AN flyer for students
- Develop a poster to encourage students to join
- Get emails of students in last two years and send a series of emails to encourage enrollment
- Jim, Nick and Nancy interested in working on these efforts

Communications

- Uwe has completed draft of brochure for review and will circulate
- Nancy, Don and Dale to meet and review communication topics and calendar

Events

Solar Decathlon presentation and Networking event scheduled for March 9, 5:30 PM in Walter Library 101

Next Meeting: After Solar Decathlon Event
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